CUSTOM FINE FURNITURE

CONCEPT
MARXCRAFT understands that every one of us is an individual

uniquely different. Carved, moulded and shaped by every
nuance and experience to create the masterpiece that is only
you. Likewise, we understand that you’re not just looking for
the generic, run-of-the-mill furniture. You want furniture that
uplifts you and alludes to your individual personality. Just as it is
functional, it also has to reflect your personal style. Its not
just furniture to be replaced every season but a quality,
timeless, extension of yourself to pass on to those you love in
years to come.
MARXCRAFT ’s story began in Brisbane a decade ago with

master craftsmen lovingly building exquisite and valued pieces
of furniture for individuals wanting to voice themselves. Working
closely with our clients, we design and hand make these special
commissions. Special, because each piece is a mirror to one
person’s desire and dreams.
MARXCRAFT has over the years, extended our wings and earned

an internationally recognised reputation for manufacturing
luxury interiors for the Superyacht and Commercial sectors. But
for us, transforming a piece of wood into something that will find
its way to being cherished in someone’s home will always be a
passion close to our hearts.

FACTS
MARXCRAFT has been operating successfully from their purpose

built 1000 square metre facility for the past 10 years. We have
crafted a unique niche in the luxury furniture market with our
talented and highly skilled team of technical and consultancy
personnel. Supported by our well established database of valuable
suppliers, we can source and guarantee any material, however
complex or simple to suit each project, regardless of scale.
MARXCRAFT has the knowledge and experience to build with

any material. We are pioneers in the area of using available
materials, including carbon fibre, stainless steel, glass, veneers
and exotic timbers etc. Our team of master craftsmen are highly
skilled in traditional and contemporary styles. Combining superior
technical knowledge with computer aided drafting tools and a
well-established database of suppliers, MARXCRAFT can deliver an
outstanding result in a timely manner.
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